
 

 

 
 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

Old Grammarians Society Committee AGM 

(1 January – 31 December 2021)  

Monday 9 May, 2022 
 

2021 was another complex year as we saw the COVID-19 Pandemic continue. Whilst 

there were moments of restriction free times, a large part of 2021 for the state of Victoria 

was spent in lockdown or managing restrictions.  

 

Again, the School had to adapt to the restrictions put in place by the Victorian 

government and we saw many of our beloved annual calendar events cancelled. 

There were multiple bouts of remote learning and our community missed out on many 

opportunities to come together. Fortunately, we were able to see some face-to-face 

Old Grammarian Reunions happen in April/May, including 5-Year (Class of 2016), 30-

Year (Class of 1991) and 40-Year (Class of 1981) on Friday 30 April 2021, the 10-Year 

(Class of 2011) and 20-Year (Class of 2001) on Saturday 1 May 2021, and the 10-Year 

(Class of 2010) on Friday 14 May 2021. We had between 40-60 OGs attend each 

reunion (approx. 360 OGs). A remarkable turn out for each event showing us that our 

alumnae remain as engaged as ever, despite the impacts of the pandemic.  

 

Additionally, the OG Celebration Day 2021 took place on Saturday 1 May when we 

welcomed OGs, parents, students, staff and friends of MGGS for a day of fun and 

celebration of the Arts. Stalls representing the MGGS Arts community, student 

showcases and a panel of OG experts in their respective fields ensured a day full of 

opportunities to support and learn about the Arts.  Panellists were enthusiastic to share 

their knowledge and experience with the students. 

 

At the conclusion of 2020, staff were provided with professional reading, Stop Talking, 

Stalk Influencing, and we started the year with an inspiring address from the books 

author, Jared Coney Hovarth. The commencement of the year is important to staff and 

a time where we reflect and prepare for the year ahead. In continuing to appreciate 

and recognise the Schools Values, in 2020, the school commissioned Kevin White, 

ceramic artist and adjunct professor at the School of Art RMIT University, to design and 

make four lidded vessels that represent the four core values of the school: Courage, 

Integrity, Compassion and Self-discipline. The project was completed for the 

commencement of 2021. During the first staff day of 2021, each staff member selected 

a value that resonates with them and considered how this value is lived throughout the 

school. This has been written on individual pieces of paper and signed. These pieces of 

paper now sit within the appropriate vessel which sits in the Chapel of St Luke.  

 

The High Achievers Assembly took place on Monday 22 February 2021 where we 

welcomed the high achievers of 2020 back to the school to celebrate their 

achievements. We were delighted to have the trustees of the Gilman Jones 

Scholarship Trust join our school community at the VCE High Achievers Assembly. The 

Gilman Jones Scholarship award was shared between two outstanding Old 

Grammarians:  
 

• Ashley Wang (ATAR Score of 99.90) 

• Charlotte Hoskins (ATAR Score of 99.90) 



 

 

On 15 July, The DJ Ross Oration and the Blessing of the Window took place in the 

Chapel of St Luke. The window, which was created by David Wright to celebrate the 

life and contribution of DJ Ross, Principal 1939-1955 was largely funded by OG 

donations and many of those OG donors were there to celebrate its existence and 

pay tribute to their Headmistress. We were fortunate to hold this event on site ahead 

of lockdown. Following the window blessing, 63 Old Grammarians joined us for the DJ 

Oration. This was given by Marina Connelly (2006), herself a recipient of the DJ 

Scholarship. Marina, had recently returned to Australia having gained her PhD from 

Harvard. She spoke eloquently tying her progression in life to the children’s story and 

song, The Ants Go Marching One-by-One. 

 

International Women’s’ Day events were held at the school and a Lunch at the Lyceum 

Club (New in 2021). The IWD Breakfast welcomed 80 guests from our student, staff and 

parent community to hear from guest speaker and young OG, Jane Watson (2002). 

Jane also addressed the two assemblies following the event: Middle Years (Years 5-8) 

and Senior Years (9 –12). The International Women’s Day Lunch welcomed 50 guests 

from our OG and HLM community, as well as friends and family members of past 

students. The 2021 School Captains made an address before guest speaker and young 

OG, Lucy Bradlow (2001), presented. 

 

After a challenging year, it was a delight to celebrate 2021 at Speech Night on 

Wednesday 25 November. Due to the Covid-19 restrictions at the time, we were able 

to bring together all students in Ross Hall and livestream the event to the community. 

Old Grammarian and 2020 Emily Hensley Award recipient, Anika Molesworth (2005) 

delivered an inspiring address virtually to the venue and those who were live streaming 

the event. We look forward to Speech Night 2022 where we can come together again 

at Melbourne Town Hall.  

 

During Speech Night 2021, we awarded Isabella Gaudry the Margaret McNaughton 

prize for Positive Influence in the Local and Wider World. This award honours the 

contribution made to the school by Margaret McNaughton (Atkins, 1956). Margaret 

has served on the OGS Committee since 1957 assuming significant responsibility for the 

OG finances over the years. We thank Margaret for her continued contribution to 

MGGS. 

 

In closing 2021, we received the sad news of Margaret Spring’s (1939) passing. 

Margaret Spring passed away on 14 December 2021. Margaret was a pillar of the 

whole school community, serving as a past President of both the Parents Association, 

the Old Grammarians Society and as their representative on the School Council. At the 

commencement of 2022 we acknowledged her life with a Celebration of Life Service.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Emily Hensley Award  
Melbourne Girls Grammar in partnership with the Old Grammarians Society presents 

the 2021 Emily Hensley Award, to Dr Melissa Yang (2000), in recognition of her 

outstanding contribution to charity and community work. Melissa, along with her late 

husband Dr Ian Davis, worked together to establish Fight MND, dedicated to 

fundraising for Motor Neurone Disease. Currently working as a qualified Respiratory and 

Sleep Physician at Northern Health & Western Health, Melissa is a strong advocate for 

junior doctors and medical students working to ensure they have a safe, sustainable, 

and enjoyable workplace. This motivated her to establish The Doc-to-Doc Network; a 

support community with over 10,000 female doctors. You can find out more about this 

young OG via the MGGS website. 

 

History projects 
Following the commissioning of Professor Erica McWilliam and Dr Mark Cryle to write 

the history of the School, the book is well underway and on track to be published in 

2023. 

 

The Class of 2021 
In acknowledging the Class of 2021, we recognise the breadth of their 

accomplishments. They were a wonderfully diverse group of students, each with their 

own individual strengths and passions. These Old Grammarians not only left us with the 

results received, but also with many other personal achievements, life skills and 

attributes, including leadership, confidence and a sense of agency. 

 

Our graduates and newest Old Grammarians have not only shown adaptability and 

resilience, they have also been strong and bold individuals throughout their years at 

MGGS. They have learnt to use their voice when they believe in something and have 

a sense of identity and confidence in who they are and their place in the world. As a 

girls’ school, we are proud to be nurturing Victoria’s next generation of female leaders. 

We are confident that these results will open doors, extend passions and fuel ambitions. 

We are so pleased that our students have received results that will open doors to further 

learning and opportunities. As a school community, we are so proud of all the times 

our students have tested themselves, shown intellectual courage, and strong 

leadership. 

2021 VCE Results: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2021 School Duces 
We congratulate our 2021 School Dux, Angel He, on receiving the highest achievable 

ATAR: 99.95. Angel is one of 39 students (and one of 11 girls) in the state to receive a 

perfect score. We also congratulation our 2021 School Dux Secunda, 

Grace Whitbourn on receiving an ATAR of 99.80. 

 

School Council Professional Learning Fellowship Award 2021 
This award has been made available through the generous support of School Council 

and is open to all ongoing employees at MGGS. It was awarded for the first time in 

2019. In 2021, we were delighted to announce the Award recipients at Speech Night: 

 

• Rev Kirsty Ross in support of her postgraduate counselling studies to develop 

and extend her professional practise 

• Angus Seller in support of his studies in the Master of Sports Coaching with the 

University of Queensland  

 

Innovation Grants 2021 
All staff at Melbourne Girls Grammar were given the opportunity to apply for funding 

to explore new technologies and new and innovative pedagogical approaches 

that have the potential to improve student learning and engagement. The grants 

were intended to build a culture of innovation whereby teachers personalise their 

learning through purposeful and intentional actions. The Grants support teachers to 

take risks and confidently explore new approaches and implement new strategies 

into their instructional practices.   

 

The staff awarded in 2020 were: 

 

• Indigenous Education Project: Caroline Foster, Teacher  

• Leaner Management Softward: Sam Rozek, Professional Support Staff 

• RMIT – Playable Cities: Matthew Perkins, Teacher  

 

Melbourne Girls Grammar Strategic Plan  
2021 was the second year of the Strategic Plan. The four elements, Culture, Learning, 

Environment, and Community were clearly enacted, and our actions set in 2020 were 

achieved.  

 

The school closed of the 2021 academic year with many achievements. The table 

attached shows each element of the Strategic Plan and examples what was achieved 

in another complex year. We look forward to Year 3 of the Strategic Plan in action 

where we will again commit to fulfilling the targets set – Appendix 1  

 

 



2020 - 2025 Strategic Plan 
Melbourne Girls Grammar



1. Framework
1. Vision

Melbourne Girls Grammar aspires to develop ethical women of action. 
Through a focus on learning, research and innovation, we will be 
recognised by our own community, the national and international 
community as a leading school in girls’ education.

2. Mission
In the pursuit of our vision, Melbourne Girls Grammar is committed to the 
provision of an exceptional education for girls with an emphasis on strong 
Christian values, high expectations, creativity and academic challenge.
Within a supportive and positive learning environment, girls will discover 
their passion and build their capacities for action and influence.

3. Values
INTEGRITY | COMPASSION | COURAGE | SELF-DISCIPLINE



“To educate is to make an intervention into 
the lives of others. When we intervene, we do
so with certain assumptions about the value of 
what we are doing and why. Building students’  
capacity for future readiness is a moral-ethical 
learning endeavour and one that cannot be 
left to chance.”

Toni E. Meath

Our world is changing rapidly, and the future requires schools 
to prepare their students with a set of skills and knowledge 
for the unknown. Our quest is to personalise student learning 
by providing challenges that will engage our Grammarians in 
a range of diverse opportunities so that they develop a broad 
skill set. Our aim is to create a learning environment that
is student-centred and one that encourages independence 
rather than dependence.
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Culture



School Values are 
embedded and 
lived out in our 
actions

1. Focus on School Values and making them visible in all that we 
do

2. The Values are visibly displayed throughout the School
3. Whole school parent education program instigated

• Values as themes in Assemblies and Chapel services
• Values visible in Artemis 
• Values articulated in all communication to the community

A whole 
school fostered 
through shared 
language, 
processes and 
collaboration

1. Enact the concept of ‘we are one school’
2. Articulate the vision and strategic direction through whole 

school staff event/professional learning
3. Drive the MGGS Performance and Development framework to 

be inclusive of an annual performance review process for all 
staff to celebrate growth and foster a sense of whole school

4. Acknowledge behaviours that reinforce MGGS values

• An audit and documentation of the ‘Whole School One School’ 
framework

• Morris Hall and ELC staff regularly attend Friday Briefing via 
Zoom

• Staff Association implemented e.g. Trivia Nights successful in 
2020

• Commencement of academic school year with a whole school 
staff event/ professional leaning

• An annual shared academic text 
• Whole school parent education program established through 

CEE
• Student initiated clubs via Zoom to share passions across 

JY/MY/SY

CULTURE enabled – Year 1, 2020 
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



Employer of choice 
to promote staff 
growth 
and retention

• Create a  whole school staff mentoring program
• Align and structure the Professional Learning opportunities to 

the strategic vision
• Promote the MGGS School Council Professional Learning 

Fellowship
• Build a sustainable whole School MGGS Staff Association to 

promote social and collegial cohesion

• Official Pilot mentoring program not possible due to COVID. Mentoring 
was essential for online learning and remote learning coaches 
volunteered across JY and SY staff  

• Improved retention of all staff including graduates. ELC had no change, 
MoH and MeH experienced some change due to Parental leave or 
promotion.

• Increased staff collaboration through interdisciplinary projects 
• Implementation of the MGGS School Council Professional Learning 

Fellowship annually  (awarded at Speech Night)
• Whole School MGGS Staff Association established

Student agency and 
voice demonstrate 
leadership and are 
influential in 
shaping 
our community

• Embed  student voice into the decision making of the School
• Make student voice visible through whole of School activities 

and events
• Promote student innovation grants to enable student voice 

initiatives

• Student focus groups and student leaders met with key staff to share 
views, discuss ideas and influence.

• Students involved in recruitment panels for some roles
• Responded to student initiative around sustainable practices eg.

Eliminating plastic water bottles from MeH
• Student voice on uniform with introduction of pants and shorts
• School Captains attended AGM
• School Captains presented to School Council on the naming of Batman 

House
• GSA Club established for SY students

MGGS celebrations 
reflect unity and 
diversity

• Ensure diversity and inclusion as key to event design and 
celebrations

• Increase the number of attendees at whole of school events

• GSA initiatives to celebrate diversity such as Wear it Purple day 
• Diversity Assembly celebrated in SY and MY
• More accessible PA meetings and information evenings via Zoom 

included parents overseas and rural locations. Higher attendance at PTS 
interviews via Zoom.

• Higher attendance and participation at Old Grammarians’ Society 
meetings

• Emily Hensley Award recognition of diversity in our Community
• Information Exchange, The Anderson and other publications reflect and 

celebrate diversity in our Community. 

CULTURE enabled – Year 1, 2020
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



School Values are embedded and 
lived out in our actions

• Values visible in Chapel of St Luke 
• Targeted Chapel Services and Assemblies for student to 

reflect on School Values.
• Increase visibility of values around the School, 

especially at ELC & Morris Hall
• Visuals of the values in each classroom

• Visuals of the values in each classroom
• Student reflection on school values in school 

publications and student voice across the whole school

A whole school fostered through 
shared language, processes and 
collaboration

• Review and redevelop the MGGS Performance and 
Development Framework to be inclusive of an annual 
performance review process for all staff to celebrate 
growth and foster a sense of whole school

• Develop a pilot program for the MGGS Performance 
and Development Framework to be inclusive of an 
annual performance review process for all staff to 
celebrate growth and foster a sense of whole school. 

• Schedule annual whole school (ELC – Yr. 12) Assembly 
in Artemis e.g. Reconciliation Assembly

• Whole school approach to reporting, and 
documentation

• Establish working parties across the four areas of the 
whole school to discuss and share experience related 
to academic text

• Students continue to connect and collaborate to share 
passions and interests across whole School

• Establish working parties across the four areas of the 
whole school to discuss and share experience related 
to academic text

• Students continue to connect and collaborate to share 
passions and interests across whole School. Eg: online 
clubs and HIIT bingo

• Develop shared language to articulate academic 
programs rolled out through various communications.

CULTURE – Year 2, 2021 
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



Employer of choice to promote 
staff growth 
and retention

• Pilot a whole school staff mentoring program
• Action the scope and structure of our Professional 

Learning opportunities
• Continue to refine whole School MGGS Staff 

Association 

• Continue to refine whole School 
MGGS Staff Association

Student agency and voice 
demonstrate leadership and are 
influential in shaping 
our community

• Implementation of student innovation awards for 
student voice initiatives

• Education of Community regarding the MGGS Diversity 
and Inclusion Policy

• Refine GSA Club for SY students
• Student Ambassadors trained for introduction of 

student led-tours

• Review of the SEC structure and portfolios
• School captains educated and informed the student 

community in the lead up to the Batman Referendum
• Refine GSA club for SY students
• School Captains attended AGM
• Student Ambassadors trained for introduction of 

student led-tours at Merton Hall campus
• Student Initiatives led and driven across the 

school. eg: Fuse Cup Gaming Team, Melbourne Writers 
festival, MUN Conference, HIIT Bingo, Nutrition Nibbles 
Podcast.

CULTURE – Year 2, 2021 
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



MGGS celebrations reflect unity 
and diversity

• Continue to offer Parent Teacher Student Conference 
and PA meetings via Zoom to 
promote attendance and parent involvement

• Engage a broader range of experts to connect 
with student community via Zoom to 
share knowledge and be involved in celebrations.

• Diversity Assembly celebrated in SY and MY
• More accessible PA meetings and information evenings 

via Zoom included parents overseas and rural locations. 
Higher attendance at PTS interviews via Zoom.

• Higher attendance and participation at Old 
Grammarians society events- eg: OG Celebration Day, 
DJ Ross Window Blessing,

• Emily Hensley Award recognises Diversity in the 
Community.

• Information Exchange, The Anderson and other 
publications celebrate diversity in our community.

• Continue to offer Parent Teacher Student Conference 
and PA meetings via Zoom to promote attendance and 
parent involvement

• Engage a broader range of experts to connect with 
student community via Zoom to share knowledge and 
be involved in celebrations.

• Established a Fathers Network to the PA
• STEM Auxiliary to promote connections between 

industry and students
• Reviewed each Auxiliary to ensure diversity of 

membership
• Established a 130 year Committee.

CULTURE – Year 2, 2021 
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



Learning



High-quality 
infrastructure and 
business practices 
to support 
innovative learning 

• Utilise a whole school digital academic tracking platform to 
support personalising for diversity in learning

• Track One used to track student performance

A seamless 
developmental 
curriculum 
framework from 
ELC through to Year 
12

• Map the scope and sequence of all curriculum from ELC to Year 
12

• Create and embed a MGGS pedagogical model
• Build an outdoor education program that provides challenging 

and cohesive experiences for every student
• Promote respect and understanding of the diversity of Australia 

through multi-culturalism and Australia’s  first peoples’ 
indigenous heritage

• Mathematics, Science, Humanities and English curriculum 
mapped from Prep to Year 6

• Developed foundational professional learning for indigenous 
heritage

• Acknowledgement/Welcome of/to Country is custom and practice 
on all occasions across the whole of MGGS

A shared language 
of learning from 
ELC through to Year 
12

• Shared attributes and characteristics of the MGGS learner 
across the whole School

• Refine the assessment and reporting practices across the whole 
school to reflect a developmental continuum

• Preliminary discussion on characteristics of the MGGS learner 

Reflective research-
based communities 
of practice 

• Shared professional reading that focuses on evidence-based 
practice

• Tapping into global education networks as learners and as 
thought leaders

• Ron Ritchhart’s (2015) Creating Cultures of Thinking

Learning enabled – Year 1, 2020 
ACHIEVED ACTIONSTARGETS



LEARNING – Year 2, 2021
High-quality 
infrastructure and 
business practices to 
support innovative 
learning 

• Build a shared understanding of how to use whole school 
digital platforms to support the personalisation of 
learning 

• Redesign and structure the Assessment and Reporting 
cycle for implementation in 2022

• Reimagine, rename and refocus the MGGS Pathways 
Planning approach

• Implement a course feedback loop for course content & 
delivery for Years 5 – 12 

• The ‘Way We Work’ project
• Remote learning framework responded to COVID disruptions
• Director of Digital Learning recruitment
• Personalised digital coaching across the whole school
• Pastoral Care project
• Assessment and Feedback Project
• Community Consultation with key stakeholders
• A&F Policy and Playbook
• Grading scheme to reflect Vic Curriculum
• Technological Integration of Schoolbox and Synergetic 

completed, ready for 2022 implementation.
• Recruitment of Director of Learning Enhancement and Support
• Restructured program for whole school alignment.
• Introduced PIVOT Surveys. Running P-12 (Student Voice)

A seamless 
developmental 
curriculum framework 
from ELC through to 
Year 12

• Continue to map the scope and sequence of all curriculum 
from Prep to Year 10

• Continue to research and create a MGGS pedagogical 
model

• Build an outdoor education program for Year 10 
• Continue to promote the respect and understanding of 

the diversity of Australia through multi-culturalism and 
Australia’s  first peoples’ indigenous heritage

• P-6 Scoping complete. SY & MY Program being reviewed and 
refined  

• MGGS pedagogical model on hold due to COVID 
• Outdoor education program for year 10 on hold due to COVID 
• Cultural Competency Staff Workshops
• Batman House Referendum
• Email Signatures acknowledge traditional custodians of land
• Culture College pre-learning for Year 8 and 9
• Planning for a Year 8 Camp to the Grampians with a Victorian 

First Nations component

ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED



LEARNING – Year 2, 2021

A shared language of learning 
from ELC through to Year 12

• Refine the assessment and reporting practices across the 
whole school to reflect a developmental continuum

• Develop an agreed MGGS Learner Profile 

• New Directors of Teaching and Learning (P-6/7-12) 
structure oversee key learning transition points.

• A&F Project - Language reflects a developmental 
curriculum (At standard, above standard, etc.) across the 
school.

• Aligning wellbeing terminology from 5-12
• MGGS Learner Profile on hold due to COVID

Reflective research-based 
communities of practice 

• Shared professional reading that focuses on evidence-
based practice

• Reimagine, rename and refocus CEE 

• Shared text (JCH)
• Community Education Series
• JCH workshops with staff
• Benchmarked against local, national, and international 

research institutes of a similar scope.
• Renamed, The Merton Institute
• Legal work submitted to trademark the names
• Created a framework for the 

Institute, including: Academic Advisory Board, Patron, 
etc.

ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED



Environment



ENVIRONMENT enabled – Year 1, 2020

A purposefully 
designed, 
innovative and 
flexible multi-
purpose precinct –
to open in 2025 
(2023)

• Develop the financial master plan for the build
• Detail and analyse the physical needs of the Merton Hall 

campus through community consultation

• Financial Master Plan planning version completed
• Council and Executive focus group was held with Root 

Partnerships facilitating the SDF

Improve the 
functionality, 
operations and 
aesthetics of the 
infrastructure and 
open spaces

• Improve our community safety on campus
• Develop an environmental sustainability action plan

• Fire services upgrade continued and almost to completion
• Continuous and enhanced emphasis on OH&S as a 

responsibility across the School of all staff
• Appointment of Staff Health & Safety Representatives

Facilities are 
designed to 
accommodate 
growth in the 
student population

• Develop a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) for the 
Merton Hall and Morris Hall targeted populations.

• Develop a whole school Business Plan.

• Agreed on 1,178 as capacity population, with 1,275 to 1,300 
being the aim if the facilities were modified to accommodate

ACHIEVED ACTIONSTARGETS



ENVIRONMENT enabled – Year 1, 2020

Learning and 
community spaces 
are fit-for-purpose 
– they support 
program 
requirements, 
cohesion and 
community 
connection

• Redevelop all learning spaces in the School for functionality, 
aesthetics, and purpose.

• Open air spaces in response to COVID

• Enhanced beauty and development of gardens and grounds. 

• Dedication of a garden space for the St Hilda’s Program.

• Room refurbishments to improve purpose (e.g. alter John West 
Staff Room to a functioning classroom, reconfigured Years 9 and 
10 locker paces to enable break out spaces for classes, Wildfell 
learning studios have had been reinvigorated with flexible 
furniture to encourage collaboration, creativity and personal 
choice over how our young people learn best).

• 2020 Academic Text – Ritchhart’s (2015) ‘Creating Cultures of 
Thinking’ – identified ‘environment’ as a key cultural force in 
creating a visible thinking and learning culture.

ACHIEVED ACTIONSTARGETS



Improve the functionality, 
operations and aesthetics 
of the infrastructure and 
open spaces

• Review OH&S policies against CompliSpace Standards
• Appointment of an Environmental Leader (POR) to coordinate a 

streamlined and strategic approach to developing and 
implementing an environmental sustainability action plan with 
high student and community engagement

• Obtain a third party assessment or audit of our environmental 
approach

• Solar panel system installation at Morris Hall commenced

• Independent review conducted by Moore Australia on 
the School’s OH&S Framework – draft report 
completed in October 2021.

• Recruitment of a Risk and Compliance Manager and a 
Safety and Compliance Officer.

• SEC restructure now provides for one of the roles to be 
an environment leader. 

• As per above, but will endeavour to commence prior 
to the end of the Year.

• The SDF review includes an assessment of 
environmental aspects of spaces across the campuses.

• Solar Panel Project has been designed, tendered and a 
contractor appointed following approval by the 
Property Committee.  Parents’ Association are focusing 
fundraising efforts to contribute/cover the costs. 
Expect completion over the term break.

• Opening of the St Hilde’s Garden at the beginning of 
the year.

• Major beautification of the music school. 
• Improvement, as much as one can, of Jesse Bage

interiors.  The second board room in JB has facilitated 
greater flexibility. Second level offices now in high use. 

• Recruitment of COO for commencement in 2022.

Environment enabled – Year 2, 2021
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



Facilities are designed to 
accommodate growth in 
the student population

• School Development Framework (SDF) progressing through to 
completion

• Deferred to Year 3 following completion of Year 2 actions above to 
help inform the Business Plan 

• ARM Architecture appointed to lead this process. 
Initial workshops have been held.  Likely completion is 
in early to mid 2022.

• Agreement from the Executive and Council on the 
proposed growth targets, with a total target of 1,380 
by 2030.

• Business Plan deferred to Year 3.

A purposefully designed, 
innovative and flexible 
multi-purpose precinct –
to open in 2025 

• Continue development of detailed Financial Master Plan
• Continue analysis of the physical needs across Merton and Morris 

Hall campuses through community consultation / stakeholder 
engagement

• Engage consultant to undertake a detailed mapping of the Merton 
Hall (and potentially Morris Hall) campus(es)

• Engaged ARM Architecture via a robust selection 
process.

• Created a Capital Campaign Committee with 
appropriate membership, with the first meeting 
occurring shortly.

• ARM Architecture have commenced interviewing a 
range of stakeholders.

• Taylors were engaged and mapped both campuses.  
The maps have been made available to the other 
consultants.

Environment enabled – Year 2, 2021
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



Learning and community 
spaces are fit-for-purpose 
– they support program 
requirements, cohesion 
and community 
connection

• Undertake detailed and collaborative 
‘placemaking’ assessments of all learning and 
community spaces across campuses through 
staff and student consultation.  Where there 
are identified deficiencies, consider 
redeveloping / changing / adapting spaces for 
more effective use in line with users’ needs. 

• Investigate alternate utilisation options of 
spaces to maximise their functionality (e.g.
timetabling morning and afternoon study 
sessions)

• Emphasis on engineering our (learning and 
coaching) environments which nudge positive 
behavioural changes in learning, healthy 
habits, connection and belonging (Concept of 
impact of environment and behavioural 
economics)

• Empowering and facilitating learning and 
growth in staff to think creatively, critically 
and innovatively about how they set up their 
spaces (environment) for teaching, coaching 
and learning. 

• A room audit will be conducted on all areas at Merton Hall by ARM Architecture.  
• Assessment topics will include: natural ventilation, daylight, safety concerns, 

access/entry, connectivity, occupancy, existing use, capacity, suitability, flexibility, 
equipment.

• Assessment form template:
• https://mggsvicedu-

my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/christian_lawless_mggs_vic_edu_au/ESSKbm1oo45E
vEYYXzecATsBXNv01NrSfvzqpPNIDdqvoQ?e=fW8jY6

• Have not explored alternate models in detail at this stage.  COVID created its own series 
of alternate models.  To be considered further in 2022.

• Increase allowable operational hours in the Artemis Centre is having acoustic testing 
before being re-presented to the City of Melbourne.

• Progress has commenced and we continue to incorporate this as part of programs as 
they are designed or updated.

• Purchase of more flexible learning furniture at Wildfell.
• Addition of gardens (e.g. Morris Hall, music faculty, atrium space, indigenous garden at 

the ELC) as outdoor learning spaces.
• Moved a locker space outside which opened up the previous locker space for better 

engagement.
• Ongoing but some progress has been made in sharing what some staff are doing with 

the broader teaching body and coaching environments.
• COVID and subsequent remote learning delivery meant that teaching and coaching staff 

needed to think creatively about optimising the online learning environment.
• COVID has forced us to look at options around location, spreading out and venturing 

outdoors.
• Last edition of IE was themed ‘Spaces and Places’ with a focus on the environment as a 

‘third teacher’.

Environment enabled – Year 2, 2021
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 

https://mggsvicedu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/christian_lawless_mggs_vic_edu_au/ESSKbm1oo45EvEYYXzecATsBXNv01NrSfvzqpPNIDdqvoQ?e=fW8jY6


Community



COMMUNITY enabled – Year 1, 2020

MGGS is a hub of 
community-based 
activity and 
interactions

• Maintain and strengthen our positioning within the local, 
national and international communities

• Engage and build opportunities with our parent and alumnae 
communities

• Career webinar series designed & rolled out
• Engagement groups initiated including book clubs and special 

interest groups
• Parent Association webinars used for Term meetings to engage 

working & international parents
• Volunteers groups, Class Reps & Auxiliaries strengthened 

through support & new initiatives designed to engage
• Online reunions established 
• Newsletters developed for OGs to promote stories & insights 

into MGGS today
• Emily Hensley Award – lunch 
• IWD Breakfast – EHA recipient spoke 

The history and the 
future of MGGS is 
celebrated through 
communications 
and community 
orientated 
activities

• Document the history of the School
• Create a timeline of MGGS events and honour our unique past 

and alumnae

• Professor Erica McWilliam progressing in writing the history of 
the School supported by MGGS historian and archivist

• Dr Mark Cryle  presented online at ANZAC 
Day assembly (video)

• Online history timeline scoped and designs considered to 
increase functionality & levels of engagement

• Historical Academic Honour Boards restored & located in 
Library 

ACHIEVED ACTIONSTARGETS



COMMUNITY enabled – Year 1, 2020

Effective and 
sustainable 
relationships 
between past/ 
present/ future 
grammarians and 
staff are 
evidenced

• Profile the MGGS community connections/ networks
• Develop annual communication plans with a focus on 

relevance, access and readership

• Use of IE, publications & blogs to profile & showcase MGGS 
students – past, present & future

• Communications Plan for MGGS was established

Strong partner 
networks are in 
place to enrich 
learning 
opportunities and 
support global 
awareness, 
citizenship and 
sustainable 
futures

• Foster collegiate relationships with other schools
• Increase partnerships with universities and industry to provide 

opportunities for staff and students
• Develop opportunities to engage in collaborative projects and 

research with university academics

• Continue to build strong relationship with MGS evidenced by 
online Public Speaking competition with MGS, MGS School Play 
rehearsals 

• Continue to build strong relationship with Trinity evidenced by 
VCE class communication

• Continue to build strong relationship with the Yirrkala 
Community, Culture College, Arnhem land, NT evidenced by 
online communication with Year 8 cohort

• Targeted support of international students unable to return to 
Australia due to COVID-19 including remote VCE delivery

• Continue to build strong partnerships with Bangarra Dance 
Company  evidenced by ongoing planning and communication

• Continue to build academic Scholar in residence program 
including Professor Erica McWilliam, Dr Mark Cryle and various 
visual artists

ACHIEVED ACTIONSTARGETS



COMMUNITY enabled – Year 1, 2020

CEE facilitates 
knowledge 
creation and 
operates to 
support MGGS as a 
holistic learning 
community

• CEE develops relevant and innovative learning programs and 
opportunities for students, staff and parents

• CEE is a sub-brand of MGGS reflecting the School’s focus on 
knowledge creation, evidence-based practice and research

• Online opportunities for staff to support Remote Learning
• Whole School Parent Education Series commenced 
• Webinars for parents and staff including: Maree Crabbe –

Pornography, Young People and Sexuality; Food and Mood 
Nutrition Webinar; Dr Kristy Goodwin – Digital Health & 
Wellbeing: Raising Kids And Teens In A Screen World Realistic 
Solutions for Screen Time During Home Isolation; Dr Jodi 
Richardson - How children can turn their anxiety into resilience; 
Dr Jared Coney Hovarth – Neuroscience

• Webinars for students on Tertiary Placements: Monash, 
UniMelb, La Trobe, ANU, and International (UK & USA)

• The re-branding of CEE as a sub-entity of MGGS completed

ACHIEVED ACTIONSTARGETS



CEE facilitates 
knowledge creation 
and operates to 
support MGGS as a 
holistic learning 
community

• Further develop the Whole School Parent Education 
• Further develop learning programs for students, staff, parents and 

OGs with explicit links to the School’s Strategic Plan
• The Vision and Mission for CEE reimagined, redefined & the entity 

renamed
• Investigate service learning in the community 

• Program offered this year 
• Dr Jared Cooney Horvath:  
• Cognizance for students,  
• ISV Cognizance Program for staff  
• Cognizance, Stress and Sleep for parents 
• Tessa Opie  
• Respectful Relationships (with MGS) 
• Jocelyn Brewer 
• Digital Nutrition 
• Reviewed visitor traffic to CEE website and length of time 

on page to identify reason for access (link to external 
provider) 

• CEE renamed as the Merton Institute 

MGGS is a hub of 
community-based 
activity and 
interactions

• Continue to maintain and strengthen our positioning within the local, 
national, and international communities

• Engage and build opportunities with our communities of current and 
past parents, as well as alumnae

• Continuation of storytelling through online publications & newsletters
• Industry networks established to cultivate mentors & opportunities 

through the MGGS network
• Career webinar series extended 

• Student Enterprise connections with volunteering 
(FairShare), Indigenous Fundraising, OG Celebration Day, 
Dark Arts Festival, DJ Ross Window Blessing, DJ Ross 
Oration, Melbourne Writers’ Festival, Stella Society, 
Rowing Champions

• Reunions (x8),
• 2020 Valedictory Picnic, Inaugural International Women’s 

Day Lunch (including an OG Speaker)
• All of this achieved despite the restrictions of COVID-19 

lockdowns and guidelines for schools

Community enabled – Year 2
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



The history and the 
future of MGGS is 
celebrated through 
communications and 
community orientated 
activities

• Promotion of diverse stories of bold & dynamic OGs
• Continuation of the writing of the History of the School – Professor Erica Mc 

William, Dr Mark Cryle 
• Identification of potential 130 women to celebrate in 2023 for 130th Anniversary
• Unveiling of portraits of the first five MGGS Principals
• Blessing of the DJ Ross Window in the Chapel of St Luke
• Reestablishment of Merton Hall History Society
• Year 7  Induction including the history of the School 

• Batman Referendum
• Draft of the History Book for the School
• Art Audit completed
• Portraits of the Principals completed
• Installation of the vessels in the Chapel of St Luke
• Dedication of St Hilda’s Garden
• Commenced the re-write of the Gilman Jones Scholars book in 

preparation of the 80th Anniversary of the award
• Emily Hensley Award presented at Speech Night for the first time
• Re-establishment of prizes carrying the names of foundational staff 

members

Strong partner 
networks are in place 
to enrich learning 
opportunities and 
support global 
awareness, citizenship 
and sustainable 
futures

• Foster collegiate relationships with other schools
• Increase partnerships with universities and industry to provide opportunities for 

staff and students
• Develop opportunities to engage in collaborative projects and research with 

university academics
• Foster opportunities for recruitment, engagement & community activities across 

local schools particularly MGS, Trinity & Scotch
• Foster partnerships with Melbourne University Lightning Netball Club; Richmond 

Water Polo; Old Melburnians Football Club - Women's Program, AFLW.

• Melbourne Writers’ Festival sponsorship
• Maintaining connections with MGS via clubs and societies
• Careers Expo with MGS
• Culture College Pre-Arnhem Land NT Trip learning completed by 

current 8s & 9s
• Mentoring by Katie Allan:
• Georgia Holland
• Ahelee Rahman
• Grace Halifax
• Virtual Model United Nations Conference
• Educational Consultants working with staff
• Dr Perkins working with RMIT in VR (filming sections of the campus 

for augmented reality experience)
• SEC participation in the AGSA SLC in Jan
• Indigenous PL Group with Caroline Foster (Professional Learning 

Fellowship)
• Partnership with Blackdog Institute (student wellbeing)

Community enabled – Year 2
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 



Effective and 
sustainable 
relationships between 
past/ present/ future 
grammarians and staff 
are evidenced

• Develop the narrative of the stories that define MGGS & its 
people

• Extend the MGGS Communications Plan to highlight content 
creation, curation & distribution to segments of the MGGS 
community

• Highlighted the students who have started at ELC 
• Introduced a different approach to IE to be more inclusive in 

how the Community contributes articles and ideas 
• Higher reach of students and staff in earned media than 

previous years 
• Engaged more OGs for their roles as influencers in their 

industries/professions:  
• Speaker at International Women’s Day 
• June Fowell Dinner 
• Speech Night Speaker 
• Guest speakers 
• Initiated a STEM auxiliary to promote interest across families 

(coupled with the introduction of a STEM captain to SEC) 
• At the Station Gallery, the Arts Auxiliary initiative for female 

artists to speak to the Community 
• Regular meetings with Parents Association and Old 

Grammarians (monthly) 
• Re-establishing an Old Grammarians sporting club 
• Started designing a mentoring program between OGs through 

networking events tied to industries and vertical career 
mentorship 

Community enabled – Year 2, 2021
ACTIONSTARGETS ACHIEVED 


